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Neville Goddard, a renowned 20th-century spiritual teacher, revolutionized
the understanding of Christ's nature through his profound teachings known
as "Christ In Man." His transformative insights challenged traditional
religious beliefs, offering a fresh perspective on the true identity of Christ
and its implications for our lives.

Key Concepts

1. Christ is not a Person, but a State of Consciousness

Goddard taught that Christ is not an external entity or historical figure but
rather an awakened state of consciousness within every human being. This
consciousness is characterized by a profound realization of unity with God,
a sense of unconditional love, and the ability to create our own reality
through imagination.

2. The "I AM" is the Expression of Christ
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Goddard emphasized the importance of the "I AM" presence as the core
expression of Christ within us. This "I AM" is not our ego or personality but
the divine spark that connects us to the infinite source of all creation. By
consciously identifying with the "I AM," we align ourselves with the power of
Christ and access its transformative potential.

3. Imagination is the Creative Force of God

According to Goddard, the imagination is not merely a faculty for
daydreaming but the very creative force of God operating within us.
Through the power of imagination, we can shape our experiences, manifest
our desires, and ultimately transform our lives.

Examples from Scripture

Goddard extensively utilized Biblical scriptures to support his teachings on
Christ In Man. Here are a few notable examples:

“ "In that day you will know that I am in my Father, and you
in me, and I in you." ”

“ "To them God chose to make known how great among
the Gentiles are the riches of the glory of this mystery,
which is Christ in you, the hope of glory." ”



“ "But you are not in the flesh; you are in the Spirit, if
indeed the Spirit of God dwells in you. Now if anyone does
not have the Spirit of Christ, he is not His." ”

Personal Experiences

Goddard shared numerous personal experiences that solidified his
conviction in the teachings of Christ In Man. One such experience involved
his healing from a severe illness. By consciously identifying with the "I AM"
and imagining his body as being healthy, he witnessed a miraculous
transformation within a matter of hours.

Practical Applications

1. Embracing the "I AM"

The first step towards experiencing Christ In Man is to consciously
embrace the "I AM." This means affirming our divine nature, recognizing
ourselves as extensions of the infinite source of all being.

2. Cultivating Awareness in Imagination

By becoming more aware of our thoughts and imaginal activity, we cultivate
the ability to consciously shape our experiences. The more we practice
imagining ourselves in desired states, the more we align ourselves with the
power of Christ within us.

3. Practicing Scriptural Meditation

Meditating on Biblical scriptures that affirm the presence of Christ In Man
can help us internalize these teachings and strengthen our connection with
our divine self.



Neville Goddard's teachings on Christ In Man offer a profound and
transformative understanding of the true nature of Christ. By recognizing
Christ as a state of consciousness within ourselves, we unlock the potential
for personal evolution, healing, and the creation of a fulfilling life aligned
with our divine purpose. As we embrace the "I AM" and cultivate awareness
in imagination, we align ourselves with the power of Christ and become
instruments of its transformative power in the world.
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Why Unleashing the Instinct to Play Will Make
Our Children Happier, More Self-Reliant, and
More Successful in Life
Play is an essential part of childhood. It is how children learn about the
world around them, develop their creativity and imagination, and build
social skills. However, in...
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Theory in Health Promotion Research and
Practice
Theory is essential to health promotion research and practice. It provides
a framework for understanding the causes of health behavior, and it
guides...
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